Modelling Decisions
Range of distribution One distribution for the entire severity range or different distributions for small, medium and high losses?
Choice of distribution family Two-parametric distributions like lognormal, GPD or more flexible distribution families, i.e. three-or four-parametric, or even empirical distributions? One distribution family for all cells or selection of "best" distribution based on quality of fit?
Mixing internal and external data
How much weight is given to internal and external data? How to combine internal and external data? 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000 100,000,000 1,000,000,000 10,000,000,000
x (log scale) P( Loss >= x ) First section: given by empiric distribution of cell specific internal data Mid section: given by weighted average of empiric distribution of cell specific internal data empiric distribution of cell specific external and scenario data Tail section: given by weighted average of empiric distribution of cell specific internal data empiric distribution of cell specific external and scenario data parametric distribution calibrated on all data >= 50mn -does not provide information on quantiles of loss distribution -but: quantifies impact of frequencies and severities on volatility of aggregate losses -is independent of specific distribution assumptions Variance of aggregate losses (F and S: frequency and severity distribution):
Conclusion

Importance of frequency distribution depends on relationship of Var(F)/E(F) (frequency vol) and Var(S)/E(S) 2 (severity vol)
In high impact cells, the volatility of severities dominates and the actual form of the frequency distribution is of minor importance:
Frequency correlations
Variance of loss distribution at Group level
Variance in the homogeneous model (c: homogeneous correlation coefficient)
Impact of frequency correlations depends on number of (relevant) cells m and relationship of Var(F)/E(F) (frequency vol) and Var(S)/E(S) 2 (severity vol)
In general, the impact of frequency correlations is rather limited and less significant than the impact of correlations of severities or loss distributions 
Benchmarking
Tail of aggregate loss distribution versus individual data points
Based on assumption that these tails have the same order of magnitude:
-Tail of aggregate loss distribution calculated in a bottom-up LDA model -Tail of loss distribution directly specified at Group level Loss distribution specified at Group level:
-Take all losses (across business lines and event types) above a high threshold, say 1m, for the specification of a severity distribution S -Calculate the bank's average annual loss frequency n above 1m
Under the assumption that S is subexponential, identify 
Benchmarking Result
1-((1-alpha)/n) -quantiles of the severity distribution correspond to individual losses for appropriate alpha and n The amount of loss data provides a limit for the confidence level that can be derived directly from the data
